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Two-pore domain K+ (K2P) channels generate K+ leak current, which serves a vital role in
controlling and modulating neuronal excitability. This diverse family of K+ channels exhibit
distinct expression and function across neuronal tissues. TWIK-related spinal cord K+
channel (TRESK) is a K2P channel with a particularly enriched role in sensory neurons and
in vivo pain pathways. Here, we explored the role of TRESK across molecularly distinct
sensory neuron populations and assessed its contribution to different sensory modalities.
We found TRESK mRNA only in select populations of C- and A-δ nociceptors, in
addition to low threshold D-hair afferents. Neurons from mice in which TRESK has been
ablated demonstrated marked hyperexcitability, which was amplified under inflammatory
challenge. Detailed behavioral phenotyping of TRESK knockout mice revealed specific
deficits in somatosensory processing of noxious and non-noxious stimuli. These results
demonstrate novel roles of TRESK in somatosensory processing and offer important
information to those wishing to target the channel for therapeutic means.
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INTRODUCTION
Two-pore domain K+ (K2P) channels are the molecular mediators of K+ leak, which is essential
for proper neuronal function. The conductance associated with K2P activity stabilizes the resting
membrane potential and attenuates depolarizing stimuli. As such, K2P channels are becoming
increasingly recognized as critical gatekeepers of neuronal excitability; important in controlling
the initiation and form of the action potential (Enyedi and Czirják, 2010). Once considered passive
ion conductors, K2P channels are now known to be highly dynamic and regulated by a variety of
factors, leading to an appreciation of their involvement in a range of physiological and pathological
processes of the nervous system (Honoré, 2007; Plant, 2012; Steinberg et al., 2015).
TWIK-related spinal cord K+ channel (TRESK) is a K2P channel with a prominent role in pain
pathways. While expression data is somewhat conflicted, it is consistently reported that TRESK is
highly expressed in sensory ganglia and that loss of channel activity results in enhanced sensory
neuron excitability and increased activation of in vivo pain pathways (Dobler et al., 2007; Yoo
et al., 2009; Tulleuda et al., 2011). TRESK expression is down-regulated following traumatic nerve
injury and conversely, viral overexpression can ameliorate injury-induced pain hypersensitivity
(Tulleuda et al., 2011; Zhou et al., 2013). Pharmacological inhibition of channel activity induces
spontaneous pain behaviors in rodents (Tulleuda et al., 2011). There is also genetic evidence for a
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role of TRESK in human pain. A dominant negative frameshift
mutation in KCNK18, the gene that encodes TRESK, was found
to segregate in a pedigree of patients with typical migraine
with aura (MA; Lafrenière et al., 2010). Activation of trigeminal
nociceptors innervating the dural meninges likely underlies the
headache phase of migraine (Weir and Cader, 2011), offering a
plausible locus of action of the mutation due to the enrichment
of TRESK in these afferents (Lafrenière et al., 2010). Such data
is leading to increased efforts to target channel activity as an
analgesic strategy (Wright et al., 2013; Bruner et al., 2014; Sehgal
et al., 2014; Mathie and Veale, 2015).
A previous study characterizing functional TRESK knockout
mice reported that channel activity accounts for 20% of the
background K+ leak and limits the excitability of dorsal root
ganglion (DRG) neurons (Dobler et al., 2007). A second TRESK
knockout mouse has been shown to have a 20% increase in
sensitivity to noxious thermal stimuli, as well as an enhanced
susceptibility to volatile anesthetics (Chae et al., 2010). The
relatively small effect sizes in these studies contrast with
the fact that TRESK is the most abundant K2P channel in
sensory neurons (Dobler et al., 2007) and the aforementioned
preclinical and genetic data implicating a substantive role in
pain signaling. Sensory neurons are highly heterogeneous in their
transcriptomes and perform distinct roles in sensory detection
and processing (Cavanaugh et al., 2009; Usoskin et al., 2015). We
do not yet have a clear understanding of which sensory neuron
populations express TRESK. Furthermore, previous studies of
mice with genetic ablation of TRESK have not evaluated function
across the different neuronal populations, and have restricted
behavioral analysis to noxious thermal sensitivity, but not other
sensory modalities. In particular, no efforts have been made to
assess TRESK KO mice for phenotypes that mirror the sensory
dysfunctions common to migraineurs.
Given the clinical potential of therapies targeting TRESK,
there is a need to better characterize the channels presence
and role in different classes of sensory neurons. Here, we have
followed up on detailed expression analysis of the sensory
ganglia to define the consequence of TRESK ablation to
select sensory neuron populations and the consequence of
specific sensorimotor and nociceptive functions. We defined
that TRESK is selectively expressed in sub-populations of
nociceptors and low threshold D-hair afferents. Recordings
from trigeminal ganglion (TG) neurons from TRESK knockout
(TRESK [KO]) mice indicated enhanced neuronal excitability
and an increased propensity to sensitize under inflammatory
challenge. Finally, using behavioral studies, we found that
TRESK [KO] mice display modality-specific deficits in tests
of sensory function. Collectively, these results demonstrate a
previously unappreciated specificity to the role of TRESK in
somatosensory processing.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Animals
Mice were housed at the University of Oxford in holding rooms
on a 12/12-h light/dark cycle (lights on at 07:00 h and off at
19:00 h) in single-sex groups of 2–6 with ad libitum food and
water. Behavioral experiments were performed on mixed-sex
naïve adult mice (14- to 20-week-old). This study was carried
out in accordance with the principles of the United Kingdom
Home Office Animals in Scientific Procedures Act (1986). The
protocol was approved by the clinical medicine animal care
and ethical review body, University of Oxford. TRESK KO
and WT mice used in comparison studies were littermates.
TRESK (GenBank accession number NM332396, Ensembl
identification number ENSMUSG40901) knockout mice were
obtained from the KOMP repository1. The VelociGene targeting
system (Valenzuela et al., 2003) ablates KCNK18 by replacing the
majority of the coding region with a LacZ-neomycin cassette.
Knockout mice were initially crossed with wild-type C57Bl/6J
(Harlan, United Kingdom). Offspring from F5 heterozygous
littermates were used in this study.
RNA Isolation and Quantitative Real
Time PCR
Mice were sacrificed using a CO2 chamber and TG was rapidly
dissected and processed for RNA by RNeasy Mini Kit (QIAGEN)
following the manufacturer’s instructions. RNA was reverse
transcribed to cDNA by MutiScribe reverse transcriptase (Life
Technologies, Carlsbad, CA, USA) following manufacturer’s
instructions. Five microliter of template cDNA (20 ng/µl) was
used for each 20 µl PCR reaction. Reaction utilized SYBER
Green chemistry (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA, USA)
and a StepOne Plus real-time PCR (RT-PCR) machine (Applied
Biosystems, Foster City, CA, USA). Primers used in this
study were: KCNK18 Fwd: 5′ CTCTCTTCTCCGCTGTCGAG
3′, KCNK18 Rev: 5′ AAGAGAGCGCTCAGGAAGG 3′,
RPL19 Fwd: 5′ AGCCTGTGACTGTCCATTCC 3′, RPL19 Rev:
5′ GGCAGTACCCTTCCTCTTCC 3′. Relative expression
of target genes was calculated using the comparative Ct
(∆∆Ct) method.
In situ Hybridization (ISH) and
Immunohistochemistry
For tissue collection, animals were deeply anesthetized with
pentobarbital and perfused with ice-cold 0.9% NaCl solution
through the vascular system. TG were collected, post-fixed for
1–2 h in 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) and stored in 30% sucrose
for a minimum of 48 h before being embedded and sectioned
by a cryostat (15 µm thick sections). In situ hybridization (ISH)
was performed using the RNAScope 2.5 RED chromogenic assay
kit, following the manufacturer’s instructions (Advanced Cell
Diagnostics). Briefly, sectioned TG tissue was re-hydrated in
PBS at RT followed by treatment with hydrogen peroxide at RT
and a subsequent protease treatment in a hybridization oven at
40◦C. Slides were then incubated with KCNK18 mRNA probes
(Advanced Cell Diagnostics) at 40◦C for 2 h. Slides were then
subjected to six rounds of amplification before the signal was
developed by reaction with fast red. Samples were incubated at
room temperature for 1 h in blocking solution (PBS + 0.3%
TritonTM X-100 + 10% normal goat serum), before overnight
1www.komp.org
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incubation with primary antibody at 4◦C. Antibodies used in this
study were as follows: NeuN (1:500, rabbit, ab177487, Abcam),
NF200 (1:1,000, chicken, ab4680, Abcam), CGRP (1:1,000,
rabbit, T-4032.0050, Peninsula Laboratories, San Carlos, CA,
USA) IB4 (1:50, streptavidin conjugated, L2140, Sigma-Aldrich),
parvalbumin (1:200, guinea pig, AF1000, Frontier Institute),
TrkB (1:200, goat, R & D Systems, AF1494), TH (1:100, sheep,
Millipore, AB1542), calbindin (1:200, rabbit, Swant, CB38) and
TrkC (1:200, goat, R & D Systems, AF1404). Samples were
then incubated with a corresponding fluorophore-conjugated
secondary antibodies (1:1,000, Alexa Fluorr 488), diluted in
blocking solution for 2 h at RT. Samples were mounted and
viewed by a Zeiss LSM-700 confocal microscope and ZEN
software. Image analysis was performed using ImageJ (NIH).
For image quantification, data were averaged from at least three
sections per tissue and sampled from at least three animals
per group. Only neurons with a clear nucleus were included
in the analysis of TG cell size distribution. The intensity of
red signal for each neuronal soma, manually defined as being
positive for the sub-population marker, was measured. On each
sample, background red signal was calculated by averaging the
signal from three randomly selected regions that did not include
neuronal somas. A neuron was defined as positive for TRESK
expression if red signal intensity was >3 fold higher than mean
background value.
TG Dissociation
Mouse TG neuron cultures were prepared as outlined (Weir
et al., 2017). Adult mice of either gender (4–12 weeks) were
sacrificed and TG rapidly excised into ice-cold HBSS without
Ca2+/Mg2+. Ganglia were diced into small pieces and incubated
in Papain (20 U/ml—Worthington Biochemicals) solution for
20min at 37◦C. Further enzymatic dissociation involved a second
20 min incubation in Dispase type II/Collagenase solution
(Worthington Biochemicals). Cells were washed to remove
the residual enzyme and mechanically dissociated through a
fire-polished glass pipette. Cells were plated onto laminin/poly-
D lysine treated coverslips in Neurobasal media supplemented
with 2% (v/v) B27, 1% (v/v) P/S (ThermoFisher), 50 ng/mlmouse
NGF (Preprotech) and 10 ng/ml GDNF (Preprotech). Cells were
used for recordings 24–72 h after plating.
CGRP Release ELISA
Primary TG neurons from WT (n = 3) and TRESK-KO mice
(n = 3) were plated in technical duplicates in a 24-well plate
format as above. Neurons were stimulated for 30 min with
50 mM KCl and the media was collected, centrifuged at 200 g
for 5 min and supernatants were frozen at −80◦C. Basal media
was collected prior to KCl-stimulation from each well to serve as
a baseline. CGRP ELISA was conducted using Rat CGRP Enzyme
Immunoassay Kit as per manufacturer’s instruction (Bioquote).
Plates were read on a Wallac Victor 1420 Multilabel counter at
405 nm for 0.1 s and data was analyzed on GraphPad Prism
7 software.
Electrophysiology
Patch-clamp experiments were performed in whole-cell
configuration at room temperature using an Axopatch 200D
amplifier controlled by pClamp 10 software (Molecular
Devices). Patch pipettes had resistances between 2 M and
4 M. Extracellular solution contained (in mM): 140 NaCl,
4.7 KCl, 2.5 CaCl2, 1.2 MgCl2, 10 HEPES and 10 glucose;
pH was adjusted to 7.4 with NaOH. The pipette was filled
with a solution containing (in mM): 130 KCl, 1 MgCl2,
5 MgATP, 10 HEPES and 0.5 EGTA; pH was adjusted to
7.3 with KOH. The osmolarity of all solutions was maintained
at 315 mOsm/L for extracellular solution and 305 mOsm/L for
intracellular solutions. Cell capacitance and series resistance
were constantly monitored throughout the recording. Data
were analyzed with Clampfit 10 (Molecular Devices). To assess
IB4 binding, cells were incubated with 10 µg/ml Fluorescein
labeled isolectin B4 (Vector Laboratories) for 30 min prior to
recording. Such labeling has previously been shown to not alter
electrophysiological properties of small diameter DRG neurons
(Stucky and Lewin, 1999).
Current Clamp
Two minutes after establishing whole-cell access baseline
biophysical properties such as cell capacitance, restingmembrane
resistance and input resistance were measured. Rinput was
calculated by measuring the membrane potential change
induced by hyperpolarizing current injection from 20 pA
to 100 pA. Rinput and all evoked firing protocols were
performed from a holding potential of −60 mV. For analysis
of rheobase, short (50 ms) injections of depolarizing current
were increased incrementally (∆10 pA) until an action potential
was fired. To assess repetitive firing, response to prolonged
(500 ms) depolarizing current injection (25–350 pA) were
monitored. Spontaneous firing was recorded in bridge mode
while zero current was inputted. For sensitization experiments
inflammatory soup (IS) contained; 50 nM bradykinin, 500 nM
PGE2, 2 µM ATP, 500 nM noradrenaline and 1 µM histamine
(Sigma Aldrich).
Calcium Imaging
Cell media was supplemented with 2 µM Fura-2 AM and
80 µM pluronic acid (ThermoFisher Scientific) for 1 h at
37◦C, before being transferred to the recording solution, which
contained (in mM): 145 NaCl, 5 KCl, 10 HEPES, 10 glucose,
2 CaCl2 and 1 MgCl2, pH was adjusted to 7.4. A 10× objective,
dichroic LP 409 mirror and BP 510/90 emitter filter were
used for all imaging. Pairs of images using excitation filters
BP 340/30 and BP 387/15, respectively, were captured every
2 s. Ratiometric 340/380 calculation was performed with a
background subtraction. IB4+ TG were labeled as above and
identified using a BP 480/30 excitation filter, dichroic LP
505 mirror and BP 535/40 emission filter. Recording solution
was perfused with time-locked addition of IS/50 mM KCl by
a gravity-driven application system with remotely controlled
pinch valves. Cells exhibiting a Ca2+ transient >0.2∆F/F directly
following treatment were defined as having responded.
Behavioral Protocols
All behavioral studies were performed by an experimenter
blinded to genotype and at consistent time of day. Prior to testing,
mice were acclimatized to the testing equipment and values
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were obtained by averaging data from two to three sessions for
each test.
Locomotor Function
Balance and coordination were examined via the locomotor test.
Mice were placed on the rotarod (#7650, Ugo Basile) from 2 to
40 rpm over a period of 300 s and the speed at which the mouse
fell was recorded.
Non-anxiogenic Open Field
The open field consists of a dark arena (dimensions
height × width, 50 × 30 cm) divided into 10 cm squares.
Mice were placed into the arena for 3 min and the number of
squares entered, the number of rears and the latency to rear
recorded.
Von Frey
Static mechanical thresholds in freely-moving awake animals
were examined via von Frey hair application (0.008–1 g; Touch
Test; Stoelting) to the plantar surface of the hindpaw using
the ‘‘up–down’’ method (Chaplan et al., 1994). Before testing,
mice were randomly assigned into individual Plexiglas cubicles
(8 × 5 × 10 cm) for 1 h on an elevated wire mesh floor to
enable access to the paw surface. Calibrated von Frey hairs were
applied to the left and right hind paws, starting with the 0.6 g
filament, until the fiber bowed. A positive withdrawal response
is followed by a lower force hair and vice versa for a negative
withdrawal response until a change in behavior occurs. Using
this up–down sequence, four subsequent hairs were assessed
and the 50% paw-withdrawal threshold (PWT) was calculated
as described by Dixon (1980). Data presented are from both left
and right hind paws averaged together as no laterality effects
were observed.
Hargreaves
Thermal thresholds in freely-moving awake mice were assessed
with the Hargreaves method using the plantar test (37370,
UgoBasile). Before testing, mice were assigned to testing cubicles
at random and habituated to the apparatus for 1 h in individual
cubicles (8× 5× 10 cm) placed on a glass plate. An infrared light
source was applied to the plantar surface of hind-paws through
the glass plate. Withdrawal reflexes were recorded from both
left and right-paws, on three occasions, leaving at least 2 min
between stimuli.
Hot Plate
Noxious-thermal thresholds of the hind-paws were examined via
the hot plate test using an incremental hot/cold plate (35150,
UgoBasile) set at a temperature of 53◦C ± 0.2◦C. Mice were
placed in the center of the hot plate in a 10 cm diameter
testing box; licking, jumping or stamping reflex responses were
recorded. A maximum latency of 20 s was permitted to prevent
tissue damage.
Photophobia
Mice were individually tested in a light/dark box (Crawley,
1981), which consisted of a dark enclosed compartment with
a removable lid (15 × 20 × 20 cm, 0 lux) and a brightly-lit
white-compartment (30 × 20 × 20 cm, 900 lux). A small
opening (3 × 3 cm) connects the two compartments allowing
animals to move freely. Prior to testing mice were acclimatized
for at least 30 min in their home cages to the testing room.
Each mouse was gently placed into the center of the light
compartment, facing away from the opening. Behaviors were
scored for 5 min, including the latency to cross into the dark
compartment (defined by all four paws in that area), time spent
in each compartment and the number of transitions through
compartments were scored. The light/dark box was thoroughly
cleaned with 95% EtOH between animals.
Cotton Swab
Mice were housed in plexiglass cubicles on elevated wire-mesh
floor as per the Von frey test. A ‘‘puffed out’’ cotton swab was
stroked over the plantar surface of the hindpaw at a consistent
speed (∼0.5 s) five times. The number of withdrawals in response
to five strokes per paw were recorded and averaged between the
two paws.
Back Tape Test
A 3 cm piece of sticky tape (Starlab autoclave tape,
25 mm × 50 mm) was placed firmly to the back of each
mouse. The number of bouts (scratching and licking) directed at
the tape was recorded over a 5 min period while the mouse was
housed in a plexiglass cubile.
Statistics
The data are expressed as mean ± standard error of the
mean (SEM). In cases where data did not fit the conditions of
parametric testing (homogeneity of variance and normality of
sampling), nonparametric tests were used. Statistical analysis was
performed using GraphPad PRISM and the significance level was
set at p< 0.05.
RESULTS
TRESK Is Selectively Expressed in Discrete
Populations Within the Trigeminal Ganglion
In human and rodent tissue, TRESK is highly enriched in
sensory ganglia of the DRG and TG (Dobler et al., 2007;
Lafrenière et al., 2010). Previous studies report that >90%
of sensory neurons in the DRG express TRESK (Dobler
et al., 2007; Yoo et al., 2009), however single-cell RNA
sequencing data challenges the assertion that expression
is as widespread (Usoskin et al., 2015). We used RNA
ISH to define TRESK expression in the TG and found
expression to be highly heterogeneous across neurons.
TRESK mRNA was present in 51.14 ± 4.56% of all neurons.
Size-frequency analysis revealed that TRESK was present in
neurons of all soma diameters (Figure 1A). We combined
ISH with immunohistochemistry to examine expression
across molecularly defined sub-populations. Within small
diameter neurons (≤25 µm) that likely represent unmyelinated
C-fibers, TRESK was present in 72.43 ± 1.25% of neurons
that bound the lectin IB4 (non-peptidergic nociceptors), but
only 29.43 ± 8.50% of calcitonin gene related peptide (CGRP)
positive neurons (peptidergic nociceptors; Nagy and Hunt, 1982;
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FIGURE 1 | KCNK18 mRNA in mouse trigeminal ganglion (TG). In situ hybridization for KCNK18 mRNA combined with immunocytochemistry for molecular markers
of canonical sensory neuron populations. (A) Left, Overview image of KCNK18 mRNA (red) in TG stained for NeuN (blue). Scale bar represents 100 µm. Right,
size-frequency distribution of KCNK18 positive neurons. Expression was defined as any neuron with signal >3-fold mean background. Data pooled from three
animals and from at least three sections per animals (total of 521 neurons). (B) Representative images of KCNK18 mRNA (red) with population markers (green) and
all neurons marked by NeuN (blue). Insets show magnified view of selected region. All scale bars represent 25 µm. (C) Quantification of KCNK18 mRNA expression
in different populations. Neurons are categorized as small diameter (≤25 µm) or medium/large (>25 µm). Data represents mean ± standard error of the mean (SEM)
from n = 3 animals and at least three section per marker and animal. PV, Parvalbumin, Calb, calbindin; TH, tyrosine hydroxylase; and CGRP, calcitonin gene
related peptide.
Silverman and Kruger, 1990). Expression was virtually absent
in tyrosine hydroxylase (TH) positive, C-low threshold
mechanoreceptors (3.98 ± 2.03%; Li et al., 2011). Within
medium/large diameter neurons (≥25 µm), we observed
expression in a large proportion of CGRP+ neurons
(66.98 ± 15.70%) and neurons highly expressing TRKB+
(90.15 ± 1.74%), representing a subset of Aδ-nociceptors and
D-hairs respectively (Lawson et al., 2002; Li et al., 2011).
In contrast, we saw minimal expression in Calbindin+
(10.62 ± 2.51%) or TRKC+ (20.74 ± 3.27%) neurons,
representing populations of Aβ-low threshold mechanoreceptors
(Usoskin et al., 2015). Few proprioceptors, classified as large-
diameter neurons expressing parvalbumin, expressed TRESK
(13.62± 5.25%; Figures 1B,C). In sum, these results demonstrate
the heterogeneity of TRESK expression across different TG
populations and highlight the need to study protein function in
specific sub-populations.
TRESK Selectively Modulates
Non-peptidergic Small Diameter
Nociceptor Excitability
When sensory neurons from TRESK knockout mice have been
assessed non-selectively, the channel has been shown to act as
a molecular brake on excitability (Dobler et al., 2007). Given
our expression data, we sought to explore whether global loss
of TRESK activity had population-specific effects on excitability.
The majority of the coding region of KCNK18, the gene that
encodes TRESK, was targeted for deletion (Figure 2A), resulting
in TRESK KO animals with no TRESK transcripts (Figure 2B).
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FIGURE 2 | TRESK selectively modulates non-peptidergic C-fiber excitability. (A) Targeted ablation of KCNK18 gene. Allele describes neomycin/lacZ cassette,
which replaces 3′ of exon 1, all of exon 2 and 5′ exon 3. (B) Real time PCR (RT-PCR) for TRESK expression in dorsal root ganglion (DRG) mRNA. Data derived from
n = 3 animals. ∗p < 0.05, student’s unpaired t-test. (C) Neurons dissociated 24–48 h previously from TRESK [WT] and TRESK [KO] TG were used for patch clamp
recordings. Example image of neurons live stained for IB4-FITC binding and typical action potential waveforms generated from IB4+ and IB4− neurons. Note the
prolonged duration of the action potential of IB4+ neurons. (D) Example evoked firing profiles of IB4+ TG neurons of both genotypes in response to prolonged
(500 ms) depolarizing steps. (E) Quantification of TG neuron firing in response to prolonged (500 ms) suprathreshold current stimulation. ∗∗p < 0.01, ∗p < 0.05, RM
two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) with Sidak multiple testing comparing TRESK [KO] IB4+ and TRESK [WT] IB4+ groups. Data represents mean ± SEM from 12
(TRESK [WT] IB4+), 7 (TRESK [WT] IB4−), 13 (TRESK [KO] IB4+) and 7 (TRESK [KO] IB4−) neurons. Recordings were pooled from TG obtained from two mice (per
genotype) cultured independently on two separate days. (F) Example evoked firing profiles of IB4+ TG neurons of both genotypes in response to short (50 ms)
depolarizing steps. (G) Rheobase of TG neurons, defined as the minimum current of 50 ms duration required to generate an action potential. ∗p < 0.05,
Kruskal-Wallis followed by Dunn’s multiple comparisons test. Same sample sizes as (E), (H) CGRP released into culture media at baseline and during activation with
50 mM KCl containing media. Data derived from n = 3 animals, each with technical triplicates. n.s, p > 0.05. One-way ANOVA comparing genotypes for each
condition.
As a population in which TRESK is abundantly expressed,
we performed recordings of small-diameter TG neurons
live-stained for IB4 binding, which demarks non-peptidergic
nociceptors. Small neurons that do not bind IB4 will comprise
peptidergic nociceptors and C-low threshold mechanoreceptors,
two populations in which our in situ data would suggest
that TRESK expression is minimal. IB4+ neurons exhibited
broadened action potentials (Figure 2C), consistent with high
levels of NaV1.9 (Fjell et al., 1999; Stucky and Lewin, 1999).
Excitability, both in terms of the number of action potentials fired
in response to suprathreshold stimuli and the current threshold
for initial action potential generation, was enhanced in TRESK
[KO] IB4+ neurons, but not IB4− TRESK [KO] neurons, in
comparison to TRESK [WT] (Figures 2D–G). We observed
no difference between the genotypes for resting membrane
potential ([WT] −47.2 ± 2.3 mV vs. [KO] −48.1 ± 1.8 mV;
p > 0.05 Mann-Whitney U test) or input resistance ([WT]
245.8 ± 28.5 M vs. [KO] 275.1 ± 24.8 M; p > 0.05 Student’s
t-test). Further supporting a limited role in peptidergic neurons,
there was no difference in release of CGRP from TRESK [KO]
cultures during basal or stimulated (50 mM KCl) conditions
(Figure 2H). These results align with the expression data
and suggest that within small diameter nociceptors, TRESK
selectively operates in non-peptidergic neurons to provide
substantial inhibitory tone.
Lack of TRESK Exaggerates Inflammatory
Sensitization
TRESK has been demonstrated to be both positively
and negatively regulated by inflammatory factors
(Callejo et al., 2013; Kollert et al., 2015). To address the
role TRESK plays in nociceptor sensitization, we acutely applied
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FIGURE 3 | Loss of TRESK increases activation in response to inflammatory stimulation. (A) Representative traces of Ca2+ signals in TRESK [KO] TG neurons
exposed to inflammatory soup (IS; 1 min) followed by a 5 min wash out and then 50 mM KCl to depolarize all neurons (30 s). (B) Proportion of IB4+ TG neurons from
each genotype responding to IS with a Ca2+ peak >0.2 ∆F/F (TRESK [WT] n = 45, TRESK [KO] n = 97 cells). (C) Patch clamp recordings of TG neuron firing in
response to acute (5 min) exposure to IS. (D) Quantification of action potential discharge during the 5 min of inflammatory challenge. Data represents mean ± SEM
from 10 recordings per group. Recordings were pooled from TG obtained from three mice (per genotype), cultured independently on three separate days. ∗p < 0.05,
student’s unpaired t-test.
IS (bradykinin, PGE2, noradrenaline, ATP and histamine) to
TG neurons (Figure 3A). In response to IS, a greater proportion
of TRESK [KO] IB4+ nociceptors demonstrated a Ca2+ influx
compared to TRESK [WT] IB4+ neurons (Figure 3B; TRESK
[WT] 4/45 cells vs. TRESK [KO] 30/97 cells, p = 0.0053 Fischer’s
exact t-test). Paired-patch clamp recordings confirmed the
greater propensity for TRESK [KO] neurons to activate when
challenged with IS. In response to acute IS treatment, IB4+
TRESK [KO] neurons fired >7-fold more action potentials
than TRESK [WT] neurons (Figures 3C,D; TRESK [WT]
3.3 ± 0.1.48 vs. TRESK [KO] 25.4 ± 9.16 action potentials,
p = 0.039 student’s unpaired t-test). These results indicate that
TRESK activity reduces in vitro inflammatory sensitization of
nociceptors.
Sensorimotor Testing of TRESK
Knockout Mice
Previous assessment of mice lacking TRESK has been restricted
to testing thermal nociception and has not assessed mechanical,
or non-nociceptive sensitivity (Chae et al., 2010). We examined
the behavior of TRESK [KO] mice in response to a range of
sensory challenges. TRESK [KO] mice had normal growth and
showed no structural abnormalities; body weight was normal
compared to TRESK [WT] littermates ([♂ WT] 25.81 ± 0.4 g
vs. [♂ KO] 25.67 ± 0.6 g and [♀ WT] 18.85 ± 0.5 g vs.
[♀ KO] 18.93 ± 0.8 g; p > 0.05 unpaired student’s t-
test, n = 6, 8–10 week old littermate mice per group).
TRESK [KO] mice exhibited normal punctate mechanical
sensitivity as assessed by Von Frey filaments (Figure 4A).
Plantar thermal sensitivity was normal when measured by
Hargreaves (Figure 4B), but TRESK [KO] mice demonstrated
a 14% decrease in time to respond on the nociceptive
53◦C hot-plate test (Figure 4C, [WT] 7.7 ± 0.7 s vs.
[KO] 6.6 ± 0.7 s; p = 0.039, Mann-Whitney U test).
Genotype had no effect on motor performance or locomotor
activity, as assayed by the Rotarod and Open field tests
respectively (Figures 4D,E).
Given the enriched expression of TRESK in the D-hair
population, which are low-threshold mechanoreceptors that
activate to extremely light touch, we tested whether TRESK
[KO] mice exhibited heightened sensitivity during a light
touch behavioral assay (Garrison et al., 2012). TRESK [KO]
mice were more likely to respond to light brushing of the
hindpaw with a cotton swab (Figure 4F, [WT] 26.7 ± 4.1%
responding vs. [KO] 57.8 ± 5.2%; p = 0.002 Mann-Whitney
U test). In a test of dynamic mechanical sensitivity, TRESK
[KO] mice exhibited an exaggerated response to adhesive tape
placed on the back (Ranade et al., 2014; Figure 4G, [WT]
4.2 ± 0.7 bouts vs. [KO] 10.8 ± 0.8; p = 0.0004 Mann-Whitney
U test). These results illustrate that TRESK expression regulates
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FIGURE 4 | TRESK [KO] mice exhibit selective deficits in sensory behavior. Sensorimotor testing of adult TRESK [KO] mice (red bars) and TRESK [WT] littermate
controls (blue bars). (A) Punctate mechanical sensitivity as assessed by withdrawal to Von Frey filaments of different force. Data represents mean ± SEM from
16 TRESK [WT] and 11 TRESK [KO] animals. (B) Latency to withdraw hindpaw to radiant thermal stimuli (Hargreaves test). Cut-off was 30 s. (C) 53◦C hot plate test
of noxious thermal sensitivity. Cut-off was 20 s. (D) Latency of mice to fall on a rotating beam (rotarod test). (E) Number of squares crossed by mice in the open field
test of locomotion and anxiety. (F) Number of scratches/bites in response to 5 cm sticky tape applied to the back of mice over a 5 min period. Data represents
mean ± SEM from six TRESK [WT] and nine TRESK [KO] animals. (G) Number of withdrawals to five gentle brushes of the hindpaw with a “fluffed” cotton bud. Data
represents mean ± SEM from six TRESK [WT] and nine TRESK [KO] animals. (H) Time spent in the dark during 5 min of testing in the light/dark box test. Unless
otherwise specified, data represent mean ± SEM from 15 (TRESK [WT]) and 14 (TRESK [KO]) animals and statistical comparisons between genotypes were
performed by a Mann-Whitney-U test. ∗∗∗p < 0.001, ∗∗p < 0.01, ∗p < 0.05.
behavioral responses to extremely light static, and dynamic
mechanical stimuli.
Migraine patients have higher sensitivity to light than non-
migraneurs, even during migraine-free periods (Drummond,
1986). We sought to evaluate photophobia in TRESK [KO] mice
under basal conditions. TRESK [KO] mice spent significantly
more time compared to TRESK [WT] mice (Figure 4H, [WT]
160 ± 15.37 s vs. [KO] 194.8 ± 10.85 s; p = 0.0412 unpaired
Student’s t-test) in the dark enclosed-compartment of the
light/dark box, suggestive of heightened light sensitivity.
DISCUSSION
The enriched expression of TRESK in sensory ganglia and the
role of TRESK in moderating neuronal excitability suggest an
important function in nociceptive transmission. In support,
preclinical injury models and human genetic studies suggest
that loss of TRESK activity can contribute to pathological pain
(Lafrenière et al., 2010; Tulleuda et al., 2011; Zhou et al., 2013).
We have performed a detailed analysis of TRESK expression
within sensory ganglia and define striking heterogeneity across
sub-populations. In populations in which TRESK is enriched,
genetic ablation leads to marked hyperexcitability, which is
exacerbated by in vitro nociceptor sensitization following
inflammatory challenge. At the behavioral level, mice lacking
TRESK exhibit very specific sensory deficits, which correlate
well with the known function of populations in which TRESK
is enriched.
Reports of TRESK expression are conflicted, but consistent
through all studies is high expression in sensory ganglia (Sano
et al., 2003; Dobler et al., 2007; Yoo et al., 2009; Lafrenière
et al., 2010). Sensory neurons are highly heterogeneous
and distinct sub-populations likely perform specialized
roles in somatosensation. Information on expression across
sub-populations is therefore very important to understand
gene function. Our data contradict previous assertions that
TRESK is homogenously expressed in the sensory ganglia
(Dobler et al., 2007; Yoo et al., 2009), and instead demonstrates
that expression is restricted to select sub-populations. We
believe that the contradictory results may be a result of refined
ISH technologies used in this study, which allow for more
sensitive and specific detection of mRNA expression and are
being increasingly exploited in sensory biology (Wang et al.,
2012; Dawes et al., 2018; Dembo et al., 2018). Our data is highly
congruous with recent single-cell RNA-sequencing studies which
describe TRESK to be enriched primarily in non-peptidergic
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nociceptors (NP1 and NP2), but also present in Aδ-nociceptors
(PEP2) and D-hair afferents (NF1) and to a lesser extent in
C-LTMRs (TH; which we did not observe; Usoskin et al.,
2015; Zeisel et al., 2018). We cannot rule out the possibility
that by setting a specific threshold of expression that we are
finding false negatives. However, we observed no functional
effect of genetic ablation in populations that we defined to
lack TRESK expression, suggesting that even if very low levels
of TRESK is present in these populations, it does not have a
functional role.
TRESK has recently been demonstrated to heterodimerize
with TREK1/2 channels in heterologous expression systems
(Royal et al., 2019). In elegant studies, the same authors
describe a mechanism by which the migraine-associated
frameshift mutation (F139WfsX24) leads to production of
a novel secondary protein product that selectively inhibits
TREK1/2 channels and proposed that this effect of the mutation
underlies migraine pathogenicity. Intriguingly, the study found
that overexpression of a mutant protein product with strong
dominant negative effects on wildtype TRESK channels had
no effect on TG excitability. This is in contrast to previous
studies and our own, which describe large changes in sensory
neuron excitability upon loss of TRESK current (Dobler et al.,
2007). Our results suggest that the negative findings described
by the authors could in part be explained by recording
from many neurons lacking endogeneous TRESK. Single-cell
data suggests a degree of overlap of TRESK and TREK2 in
sub-populations of non-peptidergic neurons (NP2) and Aδ-
nociceptors (PEP2), however TREK1 expression shows little
overlap (Zeisel et al., 2018). Future studies will be needed
to confirm the profile of TREK1/2 co-expression in TRESK+
populations as this may help define primary afferent subtypes
important in migraine pathogenesis.
Given the prominent role TRESK plays in dampening
neuronal activity, loss of channel function could be expected to
enhance hyperexcitability in pathological states. We show that
TG neurons lacking TRESK exhibit increased action potential
discharge in response to an inflammatory challenge commonly
used in experimental models of migraine and pain. Inflammatory
factors have been shown to both inhibit and activate TRESK
(Callejo et al., 2013; Kollert et al., 2015), and as such it is not
clear whether increased neuronal activation is due to a direct
modulatory effect of IS on TRESK currents, or whether loss
of the inhibitory drive of TRESK activity is simply additive to
the excitatory drive of IS treatment. Irrespective of this, our
data suggest that TRESK activity plays a role in nociceptor
sensitization by inflammation.
TRESK [KO] mice were hypersensitive to noxious thermal
stimuli, which is proposed to be encoded by peptidergic
afferents (McCoy et al., 2013; Cowie et al., 2018). While we
did not observe significant TRESK expression in small diameter
peptidergic fibers, we did see high expression in medium/large
sized peptidergic neurons. These neurons likely represent Aδ-
nociceptors, some of which are capable of responding to noxious
thermal stimuli (Koltzenburg et al., 1997). A second population
of peptidergic Aδ-nociceptors has been shown recently to
respond to high-threshold mechanical stimuli induced by pulling
of a single hair (Ghitani et al., 2017). Dysfunction in this
population could be linked to the exaggerated response to
sticky tape applied to the hairy skin of the back that we
observed in TRESK KO mice. Of our sensory behavioral assays,
we observed the biggest deficiency in TRESK KO animals
when innocuous touch was assessed. We used a cotton swab
to assess response to light stroke, an assay which has been
shown sensitive to detect dysfunction in light-touch cutaneous
afferents (Garrison et al., 2012). D-hair afferents are the most
sensitive mechanoreceptors of the skin (Lechner and Lewin,
2013), can be marked by high TrkB expression, and we
found to express TRESK abundantly. Mice in which TrkB+
afferents have been ablated are less responsive to cotton swab,
implicating this population in our TRESK KO phenotype.
Aberrant D-hair afferent transmission has been associated
recently with mechanical hypersensitivity following nerve injury
(Peng et al., 2017; Dhandapani et al., 2018), which may
help explain the link between loss of TRESK and enhanced
mechanical hypersensitivity following traumatic nerve injury
(Tulleuda et al., 2011; Zhou et al., 2013).
We cannot rule out the possibility that the method of
genetic ablation (targeted insertion of a lacZ/neomycin cassette
into KCNK18 locus) disrupts the expression of genes other
than KCNK18 and contributes to the behavioral phenotype
documented. However, the in vitro and in vivo phenotypes we
observed are entirely consistent with predicted TRESK function,
giving us confidence that they are mediated through the loss of
the channel. In KO animals, TRESK is ablated globally rather
than in a tissue-specific manner. Therefore, loss of TRESK
function in structures other than primary afferents could be
expected to influence behavioral phenotypes. TRESK expression
has been noted in regions of rat brain and spinal cord (Yoo
et al., 2009; Hwang et al., 2015). However, recent single-cell
sequencing data profiling the mouse nervous system describes
TRESK expression to be restricted to primary afferents and
some neurons of the sympathetic nervous system (Zeisel et al.,
2018) and to be absent from all neuronal subtypes in the dorsal
horn of the spinal cord (Häring et al., 2018). We did not
observe obvious signs of cognitive dysfunction in TRESK KO
mice and animals performed normally in the Open Field Test.
These data, in conjunction with the specific deficits in sensory
behavior that we observed, strongly suggest that the phenotypes
we describe following TRESK ablation are mediated by primary
afferent dysfunction.
Taken together, our data show that contrary to prior
assumptions, TRESK is selectively expressed in distinct sensory
sub-populations and that it underlies very specific roles in
somatosensory processing. TRESK is actively being pursued
as a promising therapeutic target, given its important role in
sensory neuron excitability. Its influence on non-nociceptive
afferents has relevance for drug design. Under basal conditions
these afferents code for innocuous light touch. However, in
pathological conditions, their altered profile may mediate
mechanical hypersensitivity- a prominent symptom of
neuropathic pain and migraine. Thus, TRESK is an important
mediator of nociceptive transmission and future studies
investigating its role in pathological pain states may be fruitful.
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